Abstract-The diversification (generating slightly varying separating discriminators) of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for boosting has proven to be a challenge due to the strong learning nature of SVMs. Based on the insight that perturbing the SVM kernel may help in diversifying SVMs, we propose two kernel perturbation based boosting schemes where the kernel is modified in each round so as to increase the resolution of the kernel-induced Reimannian metric in the vicinity of the datapoints misclassified in the previous round. We propose a method for identifying the disjuncts in a dataset, dispelling the dependence on rule-based learning methods for identifying the disjuncts. We also present a new performance measure called Geometric Small Disjunct Index (GSDI) to quantify the performance on small disjuncts for balanced as well as class imbalanced datasets. Experimental comparison with a variety of state-of-the-art algorithms is carried out using the best classifiers of each type selected by a new approach inspired by multicriteria decision making. The proposed method is found to outperform the contending state-of-the-art methods on different datasets (ranging from mildly imbalanced to highly imbalanced and characterized by varying number of disjuncts) in terms of three different performance indices (including the proposed GSDI).
I. INTRODUCTION

S
UPPORT Vector Machines (SVMs) [1] are a family of popular classifiers having elegant mathematical basis that can be used to model both linear and non-linear (using the kernel trick) decision boundaries. An SVM aims to find the maximum-margin hyperplane
which, for a given training dataset P = {(x i , y i )|i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, y i ∈ {−1, +1}}, is expressed as a linear combination of some of the training points known as the Support Vectors (SVs), i.e.
where SV ⊆ P is the set of SVs while λ i and b are the classifier parameters. The kernel trick is used to map the data to a higher dimensional feature space in order to facilitate linear separability between classes not linearly separable in the native input space. Due to the use of the kernel trick, the mapping Φ(x) to the feature space need not be explicitly Therefore, the decision boundary in the feature space can be expressed as
While being highly effective for non-overlapping classes, the performance of SVMs suffers in case of overlapping classes, due to the presence of data irregularities such as class imbalance (under-represented classes) [2] - [4] and small disjuncts (under-represented sub-concepts within classes) [5] - [7] . Class imbalanced often results in greater misclassification from the minority class. The presence of small disjuncts, on the other hand, results in low accuracy on the under-represented subconcepts. In fact, the two problems are closely related as the sub-concepts from the minority class in a class imbalanced problem are often smaller than those of the majority class.
One possible way to deal with such data irregularities is to employ ensemble learning techniques such as boosting [8] . Boosting techniques function by learning and ultimately combining a sequence of diverse classifiers such that the latest classifier lays more stress on the correct classification of datapoints misclassified by the ensemble of the previous classifiers. The most popular method to achieve such diversity is to re-sample the misclassified points prior to learning the subsequent classifier. However, due to the stable nature of SVMs, such re-sampling may still result in the generation similar decision boundaries, unless new SVs are created by the re-sampling [9] ). Yet, works like [9] - [11] attest to the fact that proper diversification of SVMs may indeed result in substantial improvement of performance. Li et al. [10] proposed an effective way to diversify Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel based SVMs. The popularity of the RBF kernel (also known as Gaussian RBF kernel or simply as Gaussian kernel) is due to its ability to map the data to an infinite dimensional feature space, where the pair-wise proximity between points can be controlled by using the parameter σ. It is defined as
References to the kernel function in the rest of this article are about the RBF kernel, unless stated otherwise. The principal idea of [10] was to modify the kernel so that the pair-wise distances between the points are magnified in each round. However, the method proposed in [10] is too general; hence being unable to handle data irregularities like class imbalance or small disjuncts.
A. Motivation
The approach of Li et al. [10] , despite being rather general, established that kernel perturbation techniques can be used to diversify SVMs for ensemble learning. However, there exists a need for incorporating selective kernel perturbation to handle data irregularities.
An independent literature exists on the selective perturbation of kernels (see Section II), based on the initial findings of Amari and Wu [12] , [13] . The essential idea is to iteratively perturb the kernel so as to accord high resolution (better discriminability) in select neighborhoods of the dataset. A number of such kernel perturbation methods focus on handling class imbalance by selectively applying class-specific perturbation [14] - [18] . However, these methods are not equipped to handle local data irregularities such as small disjuncts. Like traditional boosting methods [8] , a mechanism to empower the more challenging datapoints is required to handle this difficulty.
Moreover, there is no guarantee that the performance improvement achieved by the selective kernel perturbation methods will be monotonic over iterations. Therefore, it will be beneficial to use an ensemble of all the SVMs trained on the perturbed kernels obtained in the different iterations (rather than to only use the SVM trained in the final perturbed kernel).
Hence, we are motivated to propose the diversification of SVMs using datapoint-specific kernel perturbation, and to form an ensemble of the SVMs trained in each iteration a la boosting. The principal idea is to accord high resolution around the misclassified datapoints in the subsequent rounds. We note that such an approach not only results in an effective diversification of SVMs, but is also likely to be inherently immune to class imbalance (as the high rate of misclassification from the minority class will result in increased resolution around it). Additionally, the point-specific approach is likely to offer added immunity against small disjuncts by enabling local perturbations.
B. Contribution
The principal contributions of this article are as follows: 1) We propose a point-specific kernel perturbation based scheme for boosting SVMs, which we call Kernel Perturbation based Boosting of SVM (KPBoost-SVM). The proposed scheme (described in Section III) functions by inducing high resolution in the vicinity of the misclassified points for the subsequent round. 2) We also modify the assignment of weights for each of the component classifiers generated by iterative application of the proposed kernel perturbation schemes. The proposed weight generation method accords equal importance to the proper classification of both classes and is therefore expected to be more effective, especially in the presence of data irregularities such as class imbalance and small disjuncts. 3) Since most of the existing performance measures for small disjuncts are dependent on rule-based learning schemes and also do not pay any heed to the class imbalance problem (with which the small disjuncts problem is closely associated) [5] , [19] , we propose a new performance measure called Geometric Small Disjunct Index (GSDI) which is capable of measuring the performance on small disjuncts for any classifier (not restricted by the type of classifier) and also does not ignore the presence of class imbalance. It is well-known that the small disjuncts from the minority class(es) are more prone to misclassification compared to those of the majority class(es) [20] . GSDI can detect such situations as it attains a low value if the small disjuncts from any of the classes suffer a high degree of misclassification, irrespective of the performance on the small disjuncts from the other class(es). 4) In order to use the GSDI for quantifying the performance on small disjuncts, it is essential to identify the disjuncts present in the data. The existing techniques to identify the disjuncts in a dataset are specific to rule-based learning schemes and cannot be applied to other classifiers. Therefore, we propose a classifierindependent algorithm (in Section IV-A), to effectively identify the disjuncts in a dataset. 5) Different performance indices for imbalanced classification often do not agree as to which, out of a given set of classifiers, is the best. In addition, most performance indices do not guarantee the selection of the best tradeoff solution between the classes. However, most of the performance indices have the similar underlying motivation to identify the classifier that maximizes all the class-wise classification accuracies. Based on this understanding, we propose a measure inspired by multicriteria decision to choose the best out of a given set of classifiers, in Section IV-D. The best classifiers of each type are chosen by this measure, for comparing the proposed learners with state-of-the-art methods on two-class and multi-class datasets in Section IV.
II. BACKGROUND ON SELECTIVE KERNEL PERTURBATION
The selective kernel perturbation methods are based on the original findings of Amari and Wu [12] , [13] , who showed that the Reimannian metric component g rs (x) induced in the input space is directly derived from the kernel as
where x r and x s are the r-th and s-th features of x. They then used this insight to enlarge the spatial resolution around the decision boundary (and diminish it elsewhere) to enhance separability between the classes, using a conformal mapping (i.e. a mapping that preserves the angles between datapoints in the feature space). Then the SVM must be retrained using the modified kernel. The general transformation is of the form
where D(x ) and D(x) are the non-negative transformation factors at the points x and x, respectively (for a proof that (2) is indeed a conformal mapping, see Corollary 1 of [14] ). Since the ideal decision boundary is unknown, it was proposed [12] to enlarge the resolution around the SVs identified by the initially learned SVM (as SVs are supposed to be close to the decision boundary). The resulting transformation factor around an arbitrary point x is
where λ i determines the relative importance of each SV while τ is a tunable parameter which controls the decay of the transformation factors as one moves away from the SVs. Since the SVs are often scattered irregularly around the boundary, D(x) was redefined in [13] as
where τ i is a SV-specific parameter, accounting for the density of the other SVs around the SV in question to compensate for the irregular distribution of SVs. Based on the groundwork laid down in [12] , [13] , Wu and Chang [21] proposed a modification called Adaptive Conformal Transformation (ACT) to asymmetrically perturb the kernel on the two sides of the decision boundary using
where SV + is the set of positive (minority) SVs, SV − is the set of negative (majority) SVs, while η p and η n are additional tunable parameters which control the asymmetric decay of the transformation factors. Generally, η p > η n is chosen so that the resolution remains higher for the minority class points. Wu and Chang [14] , [22] also proposed the Kernel Boundary Alignment (KBA) technique where the spatial resolution is maximized around an interpolated decision boundary which is placed closer to the majority class to compensate for the over-regularization of the minority class. The transformation factors for KBA are defined as
where χ * b is the set of interpolated boundary points Φ(x b ) and τ b is the corresponding parameter accounting for the density of the other interpolated boundary points in the vicinity. Both ACT and KBA are iterative methods where the kernel obtained in each iteration is further perturbed in the subsequent iteration and the SVM is retrained. Williams et al. [15] dispelled the unwanted dependence of these techniques on the distribution of SVs by putting forth a different form of the transformation factor viz.
where f (x) is the output of the initial SVM and k is the decay parameter. This method, known as Kernel Scaling (KS), was extended to the case of class imbalance by Maratea et al. [16] , [17] , giving rise to an Asymmetric Kernel Scaling (AKS) method, where different decay parameters k + and k − (0 < k + < k − ) are used for the positive and negative classes, i.e.
However, the proper values of k + and k − have to be selected through a very costly grid search over R + × R + . Moreover, the choice of the decay parameter for an unknown point has to be made based on the output of the initial SVM, which may itself be mis-calibrated due to class imbalance. Furthermore, unlike prior methods, they chose not to retrain the SVM on the perturbed kernel (instead using the already trained SVM with the modified kernel), presumably to cutdown on the computational cost, as the grid search imposes a high computational burden. This essentially reduces AKS to a weighting scheme, not unlike [23] . Zhang et al. [18] , while extending AKS to the multi-class scenario (AKS-χ 2 ), addressed these issues by proposing to choose the k i (decay parameter corresponding to the i-th class) values based on the χ 2 statistic and to retrain the SVM iteratively, as prevalent in the prior literature.
III. KERNEL PERTURBATION BASED BOOSTING OF SVMS
While kernel perturbation methods like those of [12] - [18] , [21] , [22] can accord diversity to SVMs, these are only aimed towards class imbalance and do not address the issue of small disjuncts, which is often responsible for a large fraction of the errors [5] . The diversification achieved by these methods is not directed to benefit the difficult points (and thus cannot directly address the small disjunct problem), unlike traditional boosting methods where more stress is laid on the correct classification of difficult points in the subsequent rounds. Hence, to modify the kernel perturbation scheme so that more stress is laid on the misclassified points in the subsequent rounds, we propose KPBoost-SVM. KPBoost-SVM is characterised by a datapoint-specific transformation factor (as opposed to the class-specific transformation factors of the existing methods) of the form
where D t (x i ) is the transformation factor at the t-th round, k t i serves as the datapoint-specific perturbation parameter at the t-th round, and f t−1 (x i ) is the prediction from the (t − 1)-th round, all corresponding to the training point x i . Starting with k
in each round are updated as
where Ω = {i|h t−1 (x i ) = y} is the set of denominations corresponding to training points correctly classified in the previous round, h t−1 (x i ) = sign(f t−1 (x i )) is the label assigned to x i at the (t − 1)-th round, and ς > 0 is a user-specified kernel perturbation step used to decrease the resolution around correctly classified training points. In other words, the resolution around the correctly classified datapoints in decreased, thus relatively increasing the resolution around the misclassified points. The following theorem shows that such an update of the kernel perturbation parameters ensures higher resolution for misclassified points close to the decision boundary in the subsequent round.
Theorem 1. For a datapoint x i ∈ P close to the decision boundary f t (x) = 0 at the t-th round we have m t+1 (x i ) > m t+1 (x i ), where m t+1 (x i ) is the ratio of the new resolution at the (t + 1)-th round and the old resolution at the t-th round in the vicinity of x i if x i were to be misclassified at the t-th round and m t+1 (x i ) is the analogous ratio if x i were to be correctly classified at the t-th round. Proof: See Appendix A.
Starting with
, the Gaussian RBF kernel given by (1), the kernels using which the SVMs are trained for each round are calculated as
Then, the SVM trained at the t-th round can be expressed as
where
T (n being the number of training points) and b t are the learned classifier parameters, and x j is a test point which is assigned the label h t (x j ) = sign(f t (x j )).
Since, for a class imbalanced classification problem, the minority class datapoints are generally misclassified more than the majority class datapoints, the perturbation scheme of (3) results in higher spatial resolution around the minority class datapoints; two of the minority training points have high resolution while all majority points have low resolution). Moreover, since most of the misclassification from either of the classes is due to the smaller disjuncts, (3) also results in high resolution around the small disjuncts, aiding their proper classification.
A. Choice of weights for the component classifiers
Training SVMs on the perturbed kernels obtained by T recurring applications of (5) results in T different classifiers. These T component classifiers must then be combined by assigning weights α t based on their individual classification performance on the training set P . Hence, the final ensemble classifier is of the form
Traditional boosting techniques like AdaBoost [8] strive to minimize the rate of misclassificatioñ
where tp and f n are the numbers of training points from the positive class which respectively correctly classified and misclassified by the ensemble classifier, while tn and f p are the corresponding measures for the negative class. However, for a class imbalanced problem, such a measure assigns greater importance to performance on the majority class. Hence, the performance on the two classes must be measured separately and then combined in some meaningful way. Therefore, we instead choose to weigh the component classifiers based on an error metric which measures the distance between the performance of a component classifier and the ideal performance
Training procedure:
Find perdicted labels ht(xi) using the trained SVM ∀xi ∈ P . Decrease the resolution around the correctly classified datapoints using (4) .
) and tprt ≥ tpr1}.
and tprt ≥ tpr1}.
Testing procedure:
Find perdicted labels ht(xj) using the SVM trained in round t, ∀xj ∈ Q. end for Calculate H(xj) = sign(
of (tpr, tnr) = (1, 1). The error metric for the t-th classifier is defined as
where tpr t = tpt tpt+f nt and tnr t = tnt tnt+f pt are the true positive and true negative rates for the t-th component classifier. Hence, along the lines of AdaBoost, the weight α t of the t-th classifier is calculated as
2 being the maximum possible value of t . Now, to further weed-out component classifiers having poor performance, we find the set ) and having performance (in terms of both t as well as tpr t ) not worse than the initial SVM trained using the unperturbed kernel (first round). If T is found to be empty, it is relaxed as
to allow the inclusion of rounds with greater t yet having better or equal tpr t , compared to the initial SVM. This relaxed set is never empty and at least contains the first round. All classifiers not belonging to the set T are assigned zero weights, i.e. α t = 0 ∀t / ∈ T .
B. Classifying a test point
When an unknown test point x j is to be classified, the sequence of transformation factors D t (x j ) is unknown. Therefore, to allow maximum resolution to the new point, we assign D(x j ) = 1
1 . Then the initial kernel values K 0 ij = K(x i , x j ) ∀x i ∈ P are calculated using (1), following which the kernel values for the test point in question can be calculated for each round using the expression
The final prediction H(x j ) for the test point x j is then obtained using (6) .
C. The complete KPBoost-SVM algorithm
The complete KPBoost-SVM algorithm (including the testing procedure) is presented in Algorithm 1. The following theorems deal with the computational complexity of the KPBoost-SVM method. Proof: See Appendix B.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Indices for evaluation of classification performance
In this section, we present the results of experiments conducted using the proposed method on various two-class and multi-class datasets plagued by data irregularities like class imbalance and small disjuncts up to varying degrees. The experimental results are reported by us in terms of three different performance indices, namely Geometric mean (Gmean), Area Under the Curve (AUC), and Geometric Small Disjunct Index (GSDI) (which we first propose herein). The three indices are briefly explained in the following: 1) Gmean: Kubat and Matwin [24] proposed the Gmean index which has become one of the most popular performance measures for imbalanced data classification. Since most classification algorithms are unlikely to perform equally well on all the classes in an imbalanced dataset, Gmean reports the geometric mean of the classification accuracies achieved on the individual classes. This is a rather unforgiving index as poor performance on any one of the classes yields a low Gmean.
2) AUC:
The AU C index [25] is the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve which is popularly used to measure the performance of classifiers on imbalanced datasets. For a given two-class classifier, AU C = 1+tpr−f pr 2
, where f pr = f p f p+tn . It has also been extended for multi-class problems in [26] .
3) GSDI: As the concept of small disjuncts first appeared in relation to decision trees and rule-based learning, the existing indices for measuring the performance on small disjuncts are tailored for such classifiers [5] , [19] . Moreover, these indices are not standalone and must be combined with other indices like classification accuracy in order to draw meaningful inferences. Furthermore, these indices pay no heed to the data imbalance problem, which often occurs along with the problem of small disjuncts. Therefore, inspired by the Gmean index, we propose GSDI which not only measures the performance on small disjuncts but also accounts for the data imbalance in a dataset. For a C-class problem, the GSDI value is calculated as
, where δ c is the number of disjuncts within the c-th class while ∆ Like the Gmean index, GSDI also calculates the geometric mean of the individual class accuracies but assigns high weightage to the accuracies on the smaller disjuncts within classes. Thus, poor performance on the small disjuncts from any one class yields a low GSDI value, irrespective of the performance on the small disjuncts from the other classes.
Identifying the disjuncts in a dataset for evaluating GSDI: To be able to apply the proposed GSDI to measure the performance on any dataset, it is important to identify the disjuncts present in a dataset. However, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no technique to identify the disjuncts present in a dataset, outside of the rule-based learning literature where the rules or nodes accounting for a small number of training points are considered to correspond to small disjuncts. Therefore, assuming that disjuncts correspond to subclusters within the classes, we propose an algorithm to identify the disjuncts present in a dataset X = P ∪ Q, consisting of C classes denoted as C c (c = 1, · · · , C) containing both training and testing points, i.e. C c = C P c ∩ C Q c . The proposed algorithm runs Breadth First Search (BFS) separately on each of the C classes, assuming each datapoint x ∈ C c to be linked to κ c (κ c ≤ |C c |) of its nearest neighbors within the same class. The essential idea behind this approach is that the BFS will identify the distinct connected-components (i.e. disjuncts) within each class.
The entire process is detailed as Algorithm 2 which requires the input of a user-specified parameter κ. Since κ determines the size of the connected neighborhoods, a small value of κ results in a large number of disjuncts while a large value divides the dataset into very few disjuncts. Therefore, we obtain a downward-sloping κ − δ (δ = C c=1 δ c being the total number of disjuncts) curve for any dataset by varying the Algorithm 2 Identifying the disjuncts in a dataset.
end for end while δc = δc + 1. end while end for value of κ in the range [1,
We choose the disjuncts corresponding to the "knee point" [27] of the κ − δ curve as being the true disjuncts of a dataset. These are used to evaluate the GSDI. The κ − δ curve as well as the chosen knee-point are illustrated for two of the datasets used in our experiments in Figure 1 . The following theorem deals with the comutational complexity of the disjunct identifying method presented in Algorithm 2. 
B. Description of the datasets
We use 62 two-class and 21 multi-class imbalanced datasets (respectively 10 and 9 of which are high-dimensional, i.e. having more than 500 dimensions) for our experiments. These datasets are derived from various standard datasets [28] - [31] . The datasets are chosen so as to range from mild to very high degree of imbalance (Imbalance Ratio, i.e., the ratio of the number of representatives from the largest to that of the smallest class, varying from 1.47 to 853) and also to be composed of a varying number of disjuncts (ranging from 11 disjuncts to 657 disjuncts), as identified by Algorithm 2. The details of all the datasets can be found in the supplement to this article.
C. Contending algorithms and parameter settings
The various state-of-the-art methods chosen for comparison with the proposed methods are as follows:
1) SVM: SVM is chosen as a baseline algorithm so that the extent of improvement achieved by the kernel perturbation methods can be estimated. The regularization parameter C r is varied in the set {100, 1000}. As datsets of varying dimensionality are used in our experiments, the parameter σ for the RBF kernel is varied in {0.01, 0.02
2) RUSBoost: Galar et al. [3] conducted extensive experiments and found the RUSBoost algorithm [32] to be the most effective boosting scheme for imbalanced datasets. Hence, we include the RUSBoost algorithm (with C4.5 [33] as the base learner) for comparison with the proposed method. The parameters for the underlying C4.5 are chosen as per [3] . The percentage of minority points sampled is varied as 35%, 50% and 65% for two-class cases as recommended in [32] . For multi-class datasets, equal number of points are sampled from each class. RUSBoost is trained for 10 rounds.
3) AdaBoost-SVM and AdaBoost-MLP: The prior work in the field of kernel perturbation based boosting of SVMs is AdaBoost-SVM [10] . It is included as a contending algorithm to illustrate the increased efficacy achieved by the proposed techniques. The parameter σ step is varied in the set {1, 2, 3} and 40 rounds are used, as per [10] . We also compare the proposed method against a boosted variant of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) called AdaBoost-MLP [34] , which is a popular ensemble learning method. The number of hidden nodes for AdaBoost-MLP is varied in the set {10, 15, 20}. 4) C4.5/IB1 and D-SVM: Carvalho and Freitas [19] , based on their experimental findings, concluded that the C4.5/IB1 algorithm [35] is the most effective method for handling small disjuncts, making it a natural candidate for comparison. The threshold on the node size below which a node is considered to correspond to a small disjunct is varied in {3, 5, 10, 15} [19] . García et al. [7] , on the other hand, observed that a D-SVM, i.e. SVM trained on the distance space (where each datapoint is represented as the vector of its distances from the training points) exhibits resilience to small disjuncts as well as noise. Therefore, D-SVM is also chosen as a contender, for being a recent SVM variant with immunity to small disjuncts. D-SVM is tested on the linear kernel as well as the RBF kernel
2 } (C r = 1 being used as per [7] ), where σ * is the best σ observed for the baseline SVM on the dataset in question.
5) KBA, ACT, AKS and AKS-χ 2 : We also compare the proposed method with the existing kernel perturbation methods viz. KBA, ACT, AKS and AKS-χ 2 which are tailored for handling class imbalanced classification problems. At most 10 iterations are used for these methods, except AKS-χ 2 for which it is varied in {2, 3, 5} due to the tendency to easily overfit. The other parameters (if any) for KBA, ACT and AKS-χ 2 are chosen as per the respective papers along with C r ∈ {100, 1000} and σ ∈ S. For AKS, k + and k − are both varied in the set S = {1×10
, also with σ ∈ S and C r ∈ {100, 1000}.
6) KPBoost-SVM: 10 rounds of KPBoost-SVM are run with the perturbation step ς being varied as elements in S while Cr ∈ {100, 1000} is used.
D. Multi-criteria based selection of the best classifier
While there exist many indices to measure the performance of classifiers on imbalanced datasets, these do not necessarily agree upon a single classifier as being the best among a given group of classifiers. For example, let us consider four classifiers having performance as shown below: We find that Gmean and AU C select different classifiers. Moreover, both indices fail to identify classifier 2 which offers the best trade-off between the classes. Thus, being inspired by a measure prevalent in the field of multi-criteria decision making [36] , we propose the following measure to identify the best trade-off classifier in a set H: , where m c is the number of test points from class c, m c,i of which are correctly classified by the classifier h i . The classifier offering the best trade-off between the classes is expected to have a higher value of µ compared to the other classifiers in H. We first use 10-fold cross-validation on the datasets (for datasets having less than 10 minority class points, cross-validation is carried out on random subsamples drawn so as to conserve the degree of imbalance) to find the average performances. The best classifier of each type is then selected as the one achieving greatest µ based on these average performances. Identical partitionings are used for corresponding runs of all the contenders on each dataset.
E. Experimental results for two-class datasets
The results achieved by the selected classifiers over each of the two-class datasets are summarized in Table I , in terms of the average rankings obtained as per the average Gmean, AU C and GSDI values achieved by 10-fold cross-validation. The detailed results can be found in the supplementary document. Additionally, the hypotheses obtained by comparing the states-of-the-art with the proposed method using Wilcoxon's signed rank test [37] at 5% level of significance are also reported. The results for low and high dimensional datasets are reported separately. Interestingly, the status quo is similar for all the performance indices over both types of datasets and indicates that the proposed method is generally better at handling both class imbalance as well as small disjuncts, compared to the other contenders.
It is also interesting to observe that AKS overall performs better than the other state-of-the-art algorithms and performs statistically at par with the proposed KPOBoost-SVM on the high dimensional datasets. Such performance of AKS, despite not retraining the classifier on the modified kernel, can be understood by thinking of AKS as being akin to a classwise weighting scheme, as already observed in Section I. The exhaustive search for the kernel perturbation parameters (k + , k − ) over S × S essentially enables AKS to find the best relative weights between the classes. The fact that the proposed method performs slightly better than AKS (which employs exhaustive search over two parameters) as well as AdaBoost-MLP (which can generate a diverse set of component classifiers) attests to the effectiveness of our proposal.
F. Experimental results for multi-class datasets
We further illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods on multi-class datasets. The results are compared with that of SVM (serving as the baseline) alongside that of AdaBoost-MLP (because of its competitive performance on the two-class datasets) as well as those of RUSBoost and AKS-χ 2 (as these two methods are the only imbalance handling methods that are directly applicable to multi-class datasets) in Table II . One-Versus-One (OVO) and One-VersusAll (OVA) decompositions are used to apply SVM, KPBoost-SVM and KPBoostROI-SVM to the multi-class scenario. It must be noted that the same value of the parameter ς is used for each of the binary classifiers trained within the OVO and OVA frameworks. Similar to Table I , the results are reported in terms of average rankings and Wilcoxon's signed rank test hypotheses, calculated using results from 10-fold crossvalidation. The detailed results are presented in the supplement to this article.
A perusal of the average rankings in Table II shows that both the OVO as well as OVA variants of KPBoost-SVM perform consistently better than or similar to the states-ofthe-art on all the performance indices. This indicates that the ability of KPBoost-SVM to handle class imbalance as well as small disjuncts remains undiminished for multi-class datasets as well. An interesting observation one can make from Table II is that the performance of AdaBoost-MLP is statistically comparable to that of the OVA variant of the proposed method on the low-dimensional datasets, but is significantly different than that of the OVO variant on the same datasets. This indicates that KPBoost-SVM-OVO performs better than KPBoost-SVM-OVA on the low dimensional datasets. Indeed, the efficacy of the OVO scheme on low dimensional datasets in also apparent from the good performance of the OVO variant of SVM, which performs statistically at par with the KPBoost-SVM-OVO. Similarly, the KPBoost-SVM-OVA seems to be more effective than its OVO counterpart on the high dimensional datasets. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We propose the KPBoost-SVM method to diversify SVMs for boosting to lend immunity to data irregularities like class imbalance and small disjuncts. The proposed method lends diversity to the SVMs trained in each round by perturbing the kernel. Th proposed method differs fundamentally from the existing kernel perturbation methods in that it neither perturbs the entire kernel-induced space (unlike [10] ), nor is the perturbation only applied around the boundary region (unlike [12] , [13] , [15] ), nor is it class-specific (unlike [14] , [16] - [18] , [21] , [22] ). The proposed kernel perturbation scheme is more akin to the traditional boosting methods in that pointspecific perturbation is applied to the kernel in each round to lay more stress on the correct classification of the difficult points. This is done by increasing the resolution of the kernelinduced Reimannian metric around such points. The proposed KPBoost-SVM is expected to compensate for class imbalance by lending more resolution to the points from the minority class as most of the misclassification is likely to be from the minority class. On the other hand, it is also expected to improve the performance on small disjuncts as most of the misclassification is likely to be concentrated at the smaller disjuncts from each class. Experimental comparison with a variety of state-of-the-art methods (on a large number of twoclass as well as multi-class datasets plagued by data irregularities) shows that KPBoost-SVM performs competitively against the state-of-the-art.
APPENDIX A ON THE INCREASE IN RESOLUTION AROUND
MISCLASSIFIED POINTS CLOSE TO THE DECISION BOUNDARY Theorem 1. For a datapoint x i ∈ P close to the decision boundary f t (x) = 0 at the t-th round we have m t+1 (x i ) > m t+1 (x i ), where m t+1 (x i ) is the ratio of the new resolution at the (t + 1)-th round and the old resolution at the t-th round in the vicinity of x i if x i were to be misclassified at the t-th round and m t+1 (x i ) is the analogous ratio if x i were to be correctly classified at the t-th round.
Proof: From Theorem 2 of [12] we know that for the RBF kernel, the modified Reimannian metric componentg rs (x) when x i is misclassified at the t-th round is
while the corresponding componentg rs (x) if x i is correctly classified at the t-th round is
when it is misclassified and correctly classified, respectively. Now, since x i is close to the boundary f t (x) = 0 where the transformation factors attain maximum, we can considerg
, and
APPENDIX B ON THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF
KPBOOST-SVM Theorem 2. The training computational complexity for KPBoost-SVM is O(n 2 T ). Proof: The computational complexity for training and SVM is known to be O(n 2 ) [38] . Computing the n transformation factors requires O(n) time. Therefore, a single training round of KPBoost-SVM requires O(n 2 ) time. Hence, T rounds of training require O(n 2 T ) time.
Theorem 3. The testing computational complexity for KPBoost-SVM is O(nmT ). Proof: The testing complexity for a single point for an SVM is O(n). Consequently, the complexity for testing a single point using the T SVMs in the KPBoost-SVM ensemble is O(nT ). As the number of testing points is m, the total testing complexity is O(nmT ).
APPENDIX C ON THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF ALGORITHM 2
Theorem 4. The computational complexity for a single run of the method presented in Algorithm 2 is O (N + κN ) .
Proof: Since the graph formed by assuming each datapoint to be connected to its κ c neighbors from the same class has N vertices and at most κN links, the complexity for a single run of Algorithm 2 is O(N + κN ). Input: Training set P = {(xi, yi)|i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, yi ∈ {−1, +1}}, Test set Q = {(xj, yj)|j ∈ {1, · · · , m}, yj ∈ {−1, +1}}, Number of rounds T , Perturbation step ς, ROI scaling parameter ϑ ∈ (0, 1]
Calculate ROI + as the average nearest neighbor distance among the training points from the positive class. Calculate ROI − as the average nearest neighbor distance among the training points from the negative class.
Train an SVM using the perturbed kernel [K t ii ]N×N . Find perdicted labels ht(xi) using the trained SVM ∀xi ∈ P . Decrease the resolution around the correctly classified datapoints which do not belong within the ROIs of any of the misclassified datapoints.
ij Dt(xj), ∀xi ∈ P , ∀xj ∈ Q. Find perdicted labels ht(xj) using the SVM trained in round t, ∀xj ∈ Q. end for Calculate H(xj) = sign( T t=1 αtht(xj)) ∀xj ∈ Q.
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Corresponding author: Swagatam Das (Email: swagatam.das@isical.ac.in) are unknown. Therefore, in KPBoost-SVM D(x j ) = 1 is used for all test points x j in the test set Q. However, this causes the training and test points to reside in different spaces. A straightforward solution is to assign to a test point, the transformation factor corresponding to its nearest training point. However, it is possible that points falling in the same vicinity of the input space but belonging to opposite classes are perturbed differently, resulting in erroneous estimation of transformation factors for some of the test points, in the absence of class information. This is illustrated in Figure 2a . This difficulty can be tackled by ensuring that all points in the immediate vicinity of a misclassified point retain higher resolution in the next round. This would, however, only solve the problem partially as most test points, irrespective of their actual provenance, will still be assigned the transformation factors corresponding to points from the denser (usually majority) class. This situation is shown in Figure 2b where only one of the two minority test points is assigned the correct resolution. Therefore, to further empower the sparser (usually minority) class, one must allow the misclassified points from the sparser class to impart high resolution to a wider Region Of Influence (ROI) compared to those of the denser class. It is clear from the illustration in Figure 2c that assigning the transformation factor of the nearest training point makes sense when combined with the concept of ROI. Hence, here we slightly modify KPBoost-SVM to incorporate the concept of ROI, giving rise to the KPBoostROI-SVM technique detailed in Algorithm S1. The ROI for the positive and negative classes, ROI + and ROI − respectively, are defined as
( min
where C P + and C P − are respectively the sets of positive and negative training points while ϑ ∈ (0, 1] is a user-defined ROI scaling parameter. In other words, the ROI for a particular class is chosen to be a fraction of the average nearest neighbor distance in the concerned class. Since the ROI values are based on the average nearest neighbor distances within the classes, the ROI for the sparser class will be larger than that of the denser class. Like in KPBoost-SVM, the set Ω corresponding to correctly classified points is identified after each round. Subsequently, the sets + and − of denominations of misclassified points respectively from the positive and negative classes are identified. Thereafter, all points within a ROI + radius of the points denominated in + (denoted by the set Γ + ) or within a ROI − radius of those denominated in − (denoted by Γ − ) are removed from Ω, so as to retain high resolution for these points in the subsequent round. In other words, all correctly classified points within a ROI + (or ROI − ) radius of the misclassified positive (or negative) points are forced to retain high resolution. The rest of the training procedure is similar to that of KPBoost-SVM.
1) Estimation of transformation factor and classification of a test point:
In order to classify a test point x j , the denomination Γ j pertaining to its nearest training point is identified. Then the transformation factor D t (x j ) is calculated using the perturbation parameter k t Γj corresponding to x Γj . The rest of the testing procedure is akin to that of KPBoost-SVM. An experimental comparison between KPBoost-SVM and KPBoostROI-SVM is reported in Section C of this supplementary document.
B DESCRIPTION OF DATASETS
A brief description highlighting the key properties of the datasets used in our experiments is presented in Table III (the alias used for each dataset in the subsequent tables is also reported). We have used a total of 52 two-class (42 low dimensional while the rest are high dimensional i.e. having more than 500 dimensions), and 21 multi-class (12 low dimensional and 9 high dimensional) datasets in this study. All the datasets are normalized so that each feature has zero mean and unit standard deviation. The chosen datasets (other than those from ImageNet) retain their original names with the suffixed numerals (if any) denoting either the target class only (in which case all the rest of the classes are combined together to form the non-target class) or the target as well as non-target classes [31] . Apart from this some datasets required special construction and/or processing as listed in the following.
1) mnist 2vs17 is constructed by randomly picking 100 images from the Special Dataset 1 and 500 images from the Special Dataset 3 [28] for each of the three classes 1, 2 and 7. mnist 6vs09 is also constructed in a similar manner.
2) rcv1 1vs36vs245 is generated from Reuters RCV1 by randomly choosing 50 points from each class and using those of C15 as the first class, combining those of E21 and M11 to form the second class, and the rest as the third class. 3) We prepare 4 two-class and 6 multi-class dataset from ImageNet (2011 fall release) natural image classification database [39] . We download images from 8 primary subtrees or classes (plants, geological forms, natural objects, sports, artifacts, fungus, person and animal) and four leaves under the Miscellaneous branch (foods, microbes, collections and documents) ensuring every category to contain instances amounting at least 20 and at most 2% of the number of synsets in the corresponding subtree. Instead of using raw images, a state-ofthe-art feature representation is employed to express an image in the form of a 2048-dimensional real valued vector. We use the output of the final global average pooling layer of Inception-v3 [40] deep learning network for the purpose. The two class datasets are created by combining images from two chosen ImageNet classes and named accordingly. imageNet3A (animal, artifacts and foods), imageNet3b (plant, artifacts and documents), imageNet4 (plants, artifacts, foods and documents), and imageNet8 (8 principal subtrees) are constructed by uniting instances from select classes. imageNet9 and imageNet12 are formed by incorporating all the downloaded images. However, in imageNet9, images from Miscellaneous branch are not distinctly labeled by the corresponding leaf name contrary to imageNet12. 4) breastcancer2 contains microRNA profiling of tissue samples collected immediately following surgery and 30 minutes after surgery from 14 patients only half of whom went through a radiotherapy treatment. A detailed description of the collection and processing of this dataset can be found in [30] .
C COMPARISON OF KPBOOST-SVM AND KPBOOSTROI-SVM The comparison of the performances in terms of Gmean, AU C and GSDI of KPBoost-SVM and KPBoostROI-SVM on two-class and multi-class datasets are described in Table  IV and Table V , respectively. The reader should note that the parameter ϑ was varied in the set {0.6, 0.7, 0.8} and the value of 0.6 was found to be the most effective. A closer inspection of Table IV reveals KPBoost-SVM to be a better imbalance resilient classifier than KPBoostROI-SVM on twoclass datasets irrespective of dimensionality. From Table V KPBoost-SVM using OVO decomposition is found to achieve better rank than KPBoostROI-SVM. However, in case of OVO, KPBoostROI-SVM can be considered as a better choice only on low dimensional datasets. Therefore, we deduce KPBoost-SVM to be the better method due to its consistently better scalable performance and algorithmic simplicity.
D DETAILED RESULTS
The detailed performance of the proposed KPBoost-SVM against the rest of the state-of-the-art contenders (namely Gmean, AU C and GSDI on the two-class as well as multiclass datasets are detailed in Tables VI-XI. 
